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NEW inspirational digital piano
with generous tone and easy push-
button operation for a great playing
experience. Perfect for home,
studio or classroom.

ORLA CDP-101 DLS

$ 1,799

Stunning build quality compact
digital grand piano with full features
and powerful sound system. Back in
stock in gloss black or white finish.
Excellent value!

ORLA DG-120

$ 5,695

HAMMOND

Valid till 30th

October 2023

unless sold out

Spring Specials

$ 7,295

NEW Italian-designed 88-note portable
digital piano with hammer action and
beautiful piano sound. Smashing
student pack with bonus wooden stand
& pedal. RRP $1324. 

ORLA STAGE STARTER DLS

$ 1,098

NEW enhanced speakers for rich sound
plus longer keys for more playing control.
Ideal for home, studio or stage use.
Performance pack special with bonus
fold-up stand & pedal. Black or white,
while stock lasts! 
RR $1474.

ORLA STAGE STUDIO DLS

Step up to the thrilling power and
elegance of this beautiful digital
grand piano. Stunningly realistic
sounds and endless new features
for your playing enjoyment. Black
or white gloss. 
Simply brilliant!

ORLA DG-500

Pre-loved. Best selling two manual
portable Hammond organ with
presets, crisp instrumental voices
and perfect features for stage or
studio. One only!

HAMMOND SK-2

$ 3,695

The latest release, two 61-note
waterfall Hammond keyboards
with full PRO series 
features. RRP $7395.

SK-X PRO

$ 6,995

Compact 61 note Hammond
keyboard with all the PRO series
features. RRP $3995 with BONUS
Bag $209.

SK PRO 61

$ 3,895

Enjoy the longer 73-note
keyboard for playing
versatility. 

SK PRO 73

$ 4,595

$ 1,399

$ 1,298

NEW. The organists' dream, this is
the latest and greatest Hammond.
Package includes XK-5, lower
manual, stand, seat, 25-note
pedals, music rest, all in Heritage
timber finish. 
RRP $21,070.

THE HERITAGE XK-5

Pre-loved. The upgraded XK-3c
took the world by storm, packing a
punch that only a real Hammond
organ can. A touring organ set-up
at a smashing price. Includes two
manuals, stage stand and EXP-100F
Pedal. Optional: Seat $995,
Pedalboard $3395. One only!

HAMMOND XK-3C ORGAN

$ 5,995

$ 19,995

NEW introductory digital piano offering
a beautiful pianistic experience at a
great price. Simple features for the
starting pianist. New release price. 
Bonus seat! Rosewood.

ORLA CDP-1  DLS

Discover quality portable keyboards
now at Bernies, including the awesome
Crown CT-68 student keyboard for $399
and the dynamic and versatile Crown
CT-38 performer’s keyboard for $499. 

NEW KEYBOARD RANGE

Make Music!

Stock now in Australia! This new
portable organ has authentic
drawbars, smashing sound,
built-in Leslie and it looks and
feels like a Hammond. Ideal for
stage, studio, Church or on the
road! Be quick!

NEW XK-4 

$ 4,395
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Germany's Finest Pianos
Made in Braunschweig Germany, the
Classic C116 meets and exceeds
expectations, in a superb 
compact size. 

SCHIMMEL CLASSIC C 116

Breathtakingly powerful, exceptionally
dynamic and built to perform. The K 122
delivers an exceptional 
pianistic experience.

SCHIMMEL KONZERT K 122

The German Standard. Sparkling tone,
exceptional clarity and full control of the
dynamic range. Our best-selling model,
available immediately. 
Try it today!

SCHIMMEL CLASSIC C 126

Fine European Pianos
Premium European sound and build
give Wilhelm pianos an exceptionally
rewarding piano experience. Enjoy
compact size with glorious tone.
New stock!  

SCHIMMEL W 118

The New Line of Premium Pianos
Designed by Schimmel, Fridolin
models possess the sound and touch of
a Schimmel piano at an exceptional
price. Gloss Walnut.
RRP $14,995.

SCHIMMEL F 121

Valid till 30th

October 2023

unless sold outUpright Pianos

Pre-Loved. Introductory piano in good
condition. Compact with lovely gloss
mahogany cabinet and light tone.
Perfect for that little spot at home. 

SCHAEFER UPRIGHT

$ 1,990

Pre-Loved. Recent series in excellent
condition. Beautiful gloss mahogany
cabinet and smooth, rounded tone
with volume change. Perfect for the
budding pianist! 

BEALE UPRIGHT PIANO

$ 4,390

Enhanced model for real dynamic
expression and quick, responsive
action. Perfect for the developing
pianist. RRP $8695.

BERNSTEIN ALLEGRO 121

$ 7,980

Pre-Loved. An elegant instrument
with rounded sound and plenty of
volume. The attractive gloss walnut
cabinet will be a lovely addition to
any room. Good condition and ready
to play. LP $8890.

KAWAI CN-70

$ 6,590

Pre-Loved. 131cm Powerful U5 size
upright piano with vibrant sound.
Polished black good condition. Ideal
for large room. Serviced, tuned and
ready to play. LP $8990.

YAMAHA YUA

$ 5,980

Pre-Loved. A rare pre-loved Steinway
classic piano with beautiful delicate
tone and iconic walnut cabinet. A real
show piece for your home or studio! 
RRP $18,990.

STEINWAY MODEL 45

$ 15,990

$13,995

The best selling 130cm professional
Fridolin upright offers superb
dynamic performance for your studio.
RRP $17,595. 

SCHIMMEL F 130

$ 16,898

$ 24,995

$ 38,995

$ 58,995

$ 48,995

PRE-LOVED

Pre-loved. Generous-sized upright
piano with plenty of volume for a
loud room. Light touch and ideal for
hobby playing. Polished ebony.

KAWAI K-35

$ 4,580

NEW

$ 3,990

Pre-Loved. Elegant ivory upright piano
with unique cabinet. Smooth tone and
light, comfortable touch. A lovely
addition to home for the hobby
pianist!

ROYAL UPRIGHT Huge power and excellent range of
dynamic colours make this professional
upright piano perfect for classroom
and performance use. 
Great value! RR $16995. 

BERNSTEIN CONCERTO CF133

$ 15,986
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Experience the incredible value of
Bernstein pianos, combining high
performance with great price. This best-
selling model offers superbly rich European
tone with excellent dynamics and touch
control. Hands down the best baby grand
piano on the market!
Gloss white RRP $18,995.

BERNSTEIN BABY 151

$ 17,980

NEW. From this exciting front runner in
today's piano production comes a gorgeous
grand with generous tone and brilliant
clarity. Discover today’s leading piano
builder for a great playing experience. 
RRP $25995. $ 21,980

HAILUN ACADEMY CF168

AS NEW. Best selling Bernstein model
in popular 6-foot size. Enjoy a large
range of tonal dynamics with
excellent volume capabilities and a
professional action to deliver precise
performance. Gloss black in excellent
condition. One only!
New RRP $25,995.

BERNSTEIN CONSERVATORY
178

$ 18,990

Pre-Loved. A generous and elegant
grand piano with good bass power and
pleasant roundness in tone. Smooth
satin walnut cabinet in excellent
condition. Ideal for a large space.
Serviced, tuned and ready to enjoy. 
Good value!

KAWAI KG-5C

$ 25,980

Pre-Loved. Recent series in excellent
condition. Popular model with
generous bass and sparkling treble
thanks to premium European
specifications. Brilliant for home or
studio use. 

BERNSTEIN 161  CLASSIC

$ 15,950

The German Standard
Classic Series offers every luxury in tone,
touch and cabinetry. Fall in love with the
rich, expressive tonal qualities of this
multi-award winning grand piano.
Beautifully crafted in Braunschweig,
Germany. Gloss black. 

SCHIMMEL CLASSIC C 169

Display model. From the world’s largest
musical instrument manufacturer comes a
compact grand, beautifully built and
ready to inspire music in your home! 
RR $12995. 

SUZUKI AG-10

* TRADE INS WELCOME *

Fine European Pianos
Premium European sound and
craftsmanship give Wilhelm pianos an
exceptionally rewarding piano experience.
Enjoy moderate size with glorious tone. A
treat for the eyes and ears. 
New stock! Gloss Black.

SCHIMMEL W 180

The German Standard
Exceptional dynamic range, thrilling
power and superb pianistic control are
features of Schimmel's acclaimed
Classic series. Test this piano today,
available for immediate delivery. 
RRP $132,950.

SCHIMMEL CLASSIC C 213

Valid till 30th

October 2023

unless sold outGrand Pianos

$ 11,980

New display model special. Test
today’s front runner in piano
production, providing exceptional
dynamics and clarity of tone for large
scale performance use. A brillant
concert-sized grand! 
RR $55,995.

HAILUN 218 CONCERT

$ 42,950

$ 69,850

$ 128,950

Pre-Loved. Charming gloss walnut
grand piano with exciting power and
brilliant projection of the rich tone.
Famous German Renner Action, Popular
185cm size gives great string length
and soundboard size. Excellent
condition and ideal for home or venue
use. 

BERNSTEIN 185  R

$ 18,590

Pre-Loved. Rare iconic Schimmel piano
with absolutely breathtaking looks and
a gorgeous sound to match. Beautifully
constructed in Germany and generous
174cm size. Meticulously prepared by
our technical team. Experience it
today!

SCHIMMEL CHIPPENDALE

$ POA

PRE-LOVED NEW

$ 98,950



NEW. Johannus's first portable keyboard. 
This revolutionary 76-note church organ 
keyboard offers 5 organ styles, 16 integrated 
stop tabs and orchestral sounds incl. piano 
and harpsichord, and in-built speakers. 
Back in stock!

JOHANNUS ONE
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* VISIT FOR DEMO MODEL SPECIALS * 

Best selling model!
Bringing the high quality sound
experience to home practice,
Studio models are compact and
accessible. The Studio 150
features 30 note BDO
pedalboard and 4 suites of organ
settings. The perfect home
practice organ companion. 
Limited quantity.

STUDIO 150

Rare pre-loved with unique
parallel concave pedalboard not
often seen on organs in Australia.
Well equipped 44 stop model
finished in lovely medium oak
cabinet (please note pictured in
light oak). Ideal as a premium
home practice instrument. Be
quick to try it! 

OPUS 350 PRE-LOVED

NEW stock just arrived!
This very popular three manual
model offers an excellent selection
of 37 stops, with four voicing suites
and legendary Johannus sound
quality. Slim cabinet and modern
design. A worldwide best seller and
outstanding value. 

STUDIO 370 RACO

NEW MODEL. Revolutionary
series now in a compact,
slimline console for a
premium home experience.
Three manuals, 49 stops and
fully loaded with 5 unique
sample sets. An exciting
playing experience! 

LIVE 3T RACO

The latest and greatest in the
organ world! Revolutionary model
that takes real-time organ sound
to new heights. Fully integrated e-
paper stop labels combine with
gently lighted wooden drawstops.
Sloping side jams and incredible
near-field audio system creates an
unparalleled organ experience. Try
it today at Bernies Music Land. 

JOHANNUS LIVE I I I  AGO

World leader in digital classic organs since 1969.
Beautiful 3 manual 'Positive'
design cabinet with advanced
near field audio. Well equipped
with features including lighted
drawstops and 37 versatile
stops with four voicing suites.
Comfortable 30 note RACO
pedalboard is unique to
Australian specifications.  
Ideal for all organ players.
Suitable for use in home,
studio, stage and chapel.

STUDIO P350 RACO

Ladies and Mens ORGANMASTER
organ shoes now in stock at Bernies.
Call in today for a fitting.

ORGAN SHOES IN STOCK

Classic Organs
Australia's Largest Stock of Home and Church Organs

$ 13,982

$ 19,720

$ 23,985

$ 25,396

$ 69,892

$  44,968

Valid till 30th

October 2023

unless sold out

$ 5,895

$ 18,969

NEW MODEL. Generously featured and
enjoyable to play, the self-contained
Opus 155 model includes powerful
upgraded internal sound system with
30 stops over two manuals. Eminently
suitable for home, chapel and smaller
spaces where external systems are not
required. 

OPUS 155  RACO

VMC0509. All prices correct at time of printing. E & O. 


